
Its linear shape formed by outdoor rope woven 

around a softly curved frame harks back to the 

repetition of rope found on sailboats. New Zealand 

has a fine heritage in yacht racing, most rec-

ognised as the second country to take the Amer-

ica’s Cup off the USA and the first foreign country 

to hold onto the cup in successive tournaments.
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DESIGNER

Cove Outdoor

DESCRIPTION

Its linear shape formed by outdoor rope woven around a softly curved frame harks back to the repetition of rope 

found on sailboats. New Zealand has a fine heritage in yacht racing, most recognised as the second country to take 

the America’s cup off the USA and the first foreign country to hold onto the cup in successive tournament.

MATERIALS

Frame : Cove aluminium is cleaned and pre-dipped prior to a powder coating being applied electrostatically.

Upholstery : Sunbrella® 100% acrylic fabric  specifically developed for outdoor use.

Seat : Batyline® - a textile weave consisting of polyester coated with solution dyed PVC. 

Cushions : Cove Outdoor uses exclusively QuickDry Foam® by Urecel.

Table top : Sustainably sourced plantation teak from Java or cleaned, pre-dipped, electrostatically powder coated 

aluminium.  

FINISHES

Granite
11mm

Natural TeakCaste Slate

Frame Weave Sunbrella fabric® Table Top

Charcoal
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MOTU COLLECTION

dining chair
660w x 650d x 760h 

C-MOT-DC-001

1 seater
850w x 860d x 760h

C-MOT-1S-001

2 seater
1460w x 860d x 760h

C-MOT-2S-001

3 seater
2140w x 860d x 760h

C-MOT-3S-001

coffee table 
1060l x 660w x 400h

C-MOT-CT-001

dining table 2000
2000w x 1000d x 750h

C-MOT-DT-001

dining table 2400
2400w x 1000d x 750h

C-MOT-DT-002

bar chair
570w x 560d x 1070h

C-MOT-BS-001

bar leaner
1350w x 700d x 1100h

C-MOT-BL-001
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